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Abstract

We describe a system which automatically identifies gene and protein names in journal articles, an important and non-trivial
first step in knowledge extraction of protein and gene actions. Our system uses a database of gene and protein names and is based
on BLAST [Altschul et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 25 (1997) 3389–3402], a popular tool for DNA and protein sequence comparison.
We describe a method that consists of mapping sequences of text characters into sequences of nucleotides that can be processed
by BLAST. We demonstrate that this approach is feasible: the system matches gene and protein names with a recall of 78.8% and
a precision of 71.7%, which includes names that are not part of the system database. An analysis of the results suggests techniques
that can be used to improve performance further. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and use part-of-speech information and keywords to
discover and tag names. Dictionary-based systems iden-

1.1. Overview tify gene or protein names by matching them to diction-
ary entries. Unlike rule-based systems, dictionary-based

In order to aid hypothesis-driven experimental gene methods have the advantage that the dictionary can list
discovery, we are designing a computer application for references to GenBank (Benson et al., 1998) or other
the automatic retrieval of signal transduction data from knowledge sources, which is important to our project.
electronic versions of scientific publications using natural On the other hand, a dictionary may not contain recently
language processing (NLP) techniques (Koike and introduced names and may not cover all spelling varia-
Rzhetsky, 2000; Rzhetsky et al., 2000). Before a NLP tions of gene and protein names.
system such as MedLEE (Friedman, 1997) can be PROPER is an example of a rule-based system that
applied to texts in English, the names of genes and identifies protein names in articles with a recall of 98.8%
proteins have to be identified and tagged accordingly. and a precision of 94.7% (Fukuda et al., 1998).

Systems that identify biological terms in journal ARBITER is another system with a slightly different
articles have been described in the literature. Rule-based application that uses dictionaries and rules to identify
systems look at the morphologic characteristics of names binding terms in articles with a recall of 72% and

precision of 79% (Rindflesch et al., 1999).
Abbreviations: Bad, bcl-2 associated death agonist; ErbB, epidermal

Using approximate text string matching techniques,growth factor related protein; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated
our system is a dictionary-based system that recognizeskinase; MAP, mitogen activated protein; Mek-1/2, MAP kinase kinase

1 and 2; Mpl, myeloproliferative leukemia protein; PDGFR, platelet- spelling variations in names while keeping the reference
derived growth factor receptor; PTK, protein tyrosine kinase; zgap1, to the closest nearest match. For example, although
gene for Gz-selective GTPase-activating protein. interleukin-3 may not be listed in the dictionary, the
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program does recognize this name as being closelyfax: +1-212-305-3302.
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ary. Our system is based on BLAST (Altschul et al., scientific articles are translated into a continuous string
of nucleotides. A query is then applied to match the1990, 1997), a popular DNA and protein sequence

comparison tool, and on a database of gene and protein translated articles against the nucleotide representation
of gene and protein names stored in the standard binarynames. We adapted BLAST for a system that tags gene

and protein names in scientific journals. BLAST database. Significant alignments associated with
gene and protein names are listed in the BLAST output
file. In order to identify the location of the gene and1.2. Background
protein names in the articles, the output file is subse-
quently processed with a series of scripts written in theApproximate text string matching and sequence com-

parison are related problems concerned with pattern Perl programming language (Christiansen and
Torkington, 1998). The locations are marked by addingdetection in text and DNA or protein sequences respec-

tively. Both problems are traditionally solved with tags or meta-data to the journal article. Tagging
is accomplished with XML (Extensible Markupdynamic programming techniques, which conveniently

record and score substitution, deletion or insertion of Language), a language that provides the ability to
augment a document with additional elements of infor-characters (or nucleotides and amino acids respectively)

(Gusfield, 1997). BLAST is representative of a new class mation and makes documents machine-independent.
To adapt the problem to BLAST’s statistical founda-of sequence comparison tools that run considerably

faster than the dynamic programming-based programs. tion, special efforts described below were made to limit
the output to the most relevant gene and protein names.BLAST achieves much of its speed by rapidly identifying

database sequences that may align with the query In order to fine-tune the matching process, different
BLAST parameters were adjusted.sequence to form high scoring segment pair (HSPs). A

HSP is a stretch of local similarity between two
sequences encoded as two sets of coordinates within the

2.2. Hardware and BLAST executables
sequences under comparison. Usually HSPs are selected
in such a way that alignment scores cannot be improved

BLAST Version 2.0.10 for SGI IRIX computers was
by extension or trimming. This is achieved by singling

downloaded from the NCBI ftp file server (see
out database entries that match with high scoring words

ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/). The BLAST
of the query sequence, small chunks of the query

package contains the ‘blastall’ and ‘formatdb’ programs
sequence that act as ‘seeds’ for further processing.

that were used in this study. BLAST and the Perl scripts
Consequently, BLAST usually considers relatively few

were run on a SGI IRIX computer (1×195 MHZ IP32
sequences as possible match candidates, thus reducing

Processor).
overall processing time. BLAST output is a list of
database entries (DNA or protein sequences) ordered
according to their alignment scores and E-value (statisti- 2.3. Extraction of gene names and encoding of names and

textcal measure) together with their position in the query
sequence. The first version of BLAST (Altschul et al.,
1990) features the described fast look-up mechanism for Gene and protein names were extracted from

GenBank’s gene symbol index file (see ftp://ncbi.singling out database entries that may pair to form
HSPs (finding ‘hits’) before performing a costly letter- nlm.nih.gov/genbank/gbgen.idx.Z). The original file was

treated with a Perl script to separate gene symbols fromby-letter comparison (extending ‘hits’). A new version
of BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) requires two hits the other types of information in the file (accession

number and locus information). We referred to thebefore an extension is invoked and supports gapped
alignment. extracted elements as gene and protein names, because

gene symbols correspond either to the gene itself or its
protein product. Names were further filtered excluding
frequently occurring English words and entries con-2. Methods
sisting only of numbers.

The names were then converted into nucleotide2.1. Overview
sequences by substituting each name character with a
predetermined unique nucleotide combination. UpperIn our approach, an exhaustive list of gene and

protein names extracted from GenBank is translated and lower case were treated equally. The conversion
table (Table 1) lists the character–nucleotide pairs forinto an alphabet of DNA sequences by substituting each

character in the name with a predetermined unique letters, numbers and punctuation marks. Characters not
listed in the conversion table are translated into remain-nucleotide combination. The encoded names are then

imported into the BLAST database using the FASTA ing nucleotide combinations as discussed in Section 2.5.
As an example, the gene name zgap1 would beformat. Using the same nucleotide combination, the
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Table 1
Conversion table

translated into: 2.4. Scanning of BLAST output and markup of scientific
journals

The FASTA entries of gene names were compiledThe encoded gene and protein names were then con-
into a BLAST compatible format using the programverted into the FASTA format. FASTA has two compo-
‘formatdb’ included in the BLAST package. A query isnents: a definition line and the sequence information.
then applied to match the translated articles against theFor this project, the sequence information was replaced
nucleotide representation of gene names in the BLASTwith the encoded gene names. The FASTA entry for the
database. The query is executed with the ‘blastall’ pro-above example would look as follows:
gram. Significant alignments associated with gene names
are listed in the BLAST output file:

The definition line (marked with ‘>’) contains informa-
tion about the database entry. There are no restrictions
on the content of this line. For the purpose of this study,
the definition line was composed of a ‘gi’ (GenBank ID)
field and a species, semantic class and name field. The
‘gi’ field is used for a key to the database and helps to
trace GenBank’s ID number. The species field contains
known species information. The semantic class field The first line denotes the database entry as described
specifies the biologic class the name stands for (‘gp’ for above. The second line denotes the database sequence
gene/protein). The last entry in the definition line is the length, followed by the alignment score and the
name of the protein or gene, zgap1 in this case. Using
the same nucleotide combinations, the scientific articles
are translated into a continuous string of nucleotides.
For example, the sentence

would be represented by
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Table 2
BLAST parameters

Databasea E-value Wordsizeb,c Alignments Penalty

Optimized Default Optimized Default Optimized Default Optimized Default

3 10 10 12 (3) 11 (<3) 2000 250 −6 −3
4–5 10 10 16 (4) 11 (<3) 2000 250 −6 −3
6–10 10 10 20 (5) 11 (<3) 250 250 −3 −3
11–20 10 10 40 (10) 11 (<3) 250 250 −3 −3
>20 10 10 80 (20) 11 (<3) 250 250 −3 −3

a Numbers correspond to word length(s) in each database.
b Parentheses show corresponding letters in text.
c Also optimized for speed.

Table 3
Results

Parameter Names marked by evaluators Names marked by evaluators Names not marked
settings and included in database(n=753) and not included in database (n=409) by evaluators

True positive False negative True positive False negative False positive

Full match Partial match No match Full match Partial match No match

Optimized 712 (94.6%) 23 (3.1%) 18 (2.4%) 18 (4.4%) 163 (39.9%) 228 (55.7%) 362
Default 424 (56.3%) 69 (9.2%) 260 (34.5%) 18 (4.4%) 104 (25.4%) 287 (70.2%) 214

expectation value (E-value). The next line indicates 2.5. Program adaptation and BLAST parameters
paired matches, mismatches and gapped alignment (the
latter two are not shown in this example). The lines BLAST does not use a specific substitution matrix

for the comparison of nucleotide sequences. Therefore‘Query’ and ‘Sbjct’ show the actual alignment between
the query text and database sequence. In the above BLAST may match database names to wrong parts of

the journal article by allowing many incorrect letterexample, the nucleotide representation for the name men
matches the query text between positions 55 501 and substitutions. We tackled this problem by limiting the

amount of letter substitutions in matches to 10%.55 512. Note that these numbers are four times the
actual numbers of the positions in the journal text, the In order to adapt the system to BLAST’s statistical

foundation, different measures were undertaken to limitresult of substituting one character with four nucleotides.
The output file, which is sometimes several megabytes BLAST’s output to the most relevant gene and protein

names. Given a long query sequence and a largelong, is subsequently processed with Perl-scripts which
compare the starting and end points of the match with sequence database ( large search space), individual

matches have a lower statistical significance and maythe actual text, making sure that the matched name is
an ‘autonomous’ entity in the query text. For example, not be listed in the BLAST output file. In addition,

matches with few letters generally have a lower statisticalwhile per in activation of per gene should be recognized
as a gene name, per in personal should be ignored. The significance than matches with many letters.

To limit the search space, the query sequence wasfinal result consists of the original journal article with
XML tags (‘phr’) surrounding the gene and protein divided into 10 parts (approximately 30 paragraphs,
names:
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depending on the length of the journal article) and 3. Evaluation
queries are run on each part separately. To further limit
the search space and to improve the results of short To evaluate the program, two experts in the field of

biology separately marked gene and protein names in adatabase names, the sequence database (with the gene
and protein names) was separated into five databases, review article. The results were compared and the same

experts discussed and resolved differences in their texteach containing names of different length. In addition,
gene and protein names with less than three letters in markups producing a gold standard file containing the

original article with tagged gene and protein names.the database were ‘expanded’, i.e. space characters were
added at the beginning and the end of the name. As can Another program partitioned the marked up names in

the gold standard into names listed and not listed in thebe seen in the conversion table (Table 1), the nucleotide
representation for a space character is ATCC, which database of gene and protein names. The gold standard

was then compared with the same article tagged by thealso stands for several other punctuation marks that act
as delimiters for gene or protein names. BLAST program.

In general, if the start and end tags of two namesIn order to fine-tune the matching process, different
BLAST parameters had to be adjusted. Starting with aligned, a match was counted as a full match (even if

some letters or numbers were substituted, as in interleu-the default values, Unix scripts incrementally changed
parameters to above and below the default values. kin-2 matching interleukin-3). A partial match was

defined as one tag of one name matching within theResults were then compared manually and the setting
with the best performance was chosen (Table 2). The start and end tag of another name.
following parameters were examined.
$ Expectation value (E-value): sets the threshold for the

significance value of matches in the output file. 4. Results
$ Word size: sets the size of the high scoring words,

thus influencing the sensitivity of finding HSPs. The 4.1. Evaluation process
word size is four times the actual number of letters
in the text (corresponding to the substitution of one Evaluator 1 marked up 1294 gene and protein names,

while evaluator 2 marked up 1143 names. Comparedletter with four nucleotides).
$ Numbers of alignments to show: sets the number of with evaluator 1, evaluator 2 fully matched 896 names

(69.2%), partially matched 177 names (13.7%), and didalignments that show up in the BLAST output file.
Large values help to find true matches of low signifi- not mark up 221 names (17.1%). Evaluator 2 marked

up 70 names that were not marked up by evaluator 1.cance that are sometimes listed at the very end of the
output file. After comparison and discussion of the differences, the

two evaluators settled on marking up 1162 gene and$ Mismatch penalty: sets the penalty for a nucleotide
mismatch and influences the final score of a match. protein names in the review article (gold standard).
A high penalty results in exact string matching while
a low penalty results in approximate string matching. 4.2. BLAST program

Finally, BLAST potentially matches database entries to
different reading frames in the query sequence. The The BLAST program marked up 1278 names in the

review article. Results were divided into three mainnucleotide combinations used in this study therefore
have comma-free characteristics: given the nucleotide groups (Table 3): names marked by the evaluators and

included in the BLAST database, names marked by thecombination ATCC and its permutations CATC, CCAT
and TCCA, only one of these permutations is selected evaluators and not included in the BLAST database, as

well as names marked by the BLAST program but notfor converting characters. This limits matches to a wrong
reading frame. As an example, a sequence TCCA|TCAA marked by the evaluators. In the group of names marked

by the evaluators and included in the BLAST database(bars added for clarity) may match to the second reading
frame of a sequence ATCC|ATCC|ATCC which consists (753 names), the program fully matched 712 names

(true positive, 94.6%), partially matched 23 names (trueof permutations of the first sequence. This produces a
nonsense result that could compromise the significance positive, 3.1%), and did not match 18 names (false

negative, 2.4%). In the group of names marked by theof true matches, which are confined to the first reading
frame. Because of this limitation on the nucleotide evaluators and not included in the BLAST database

(409 names), the program fully matched 18 names (truecombinations, it was necessary to represent each charac-
ter with four nucleotides. Otherwise, a triplet-representa- positive, 4.4%), partially matched 163 names (true posi-

tive, 39.9%), and did not match 228 names (false nega-tion would have been sufficient. Comma-free codes have
been discussed extensively in the early days of DNA tive, 55.7%). The program marked up 362 names that

were not marked up by the evaluators (false positive).research (Crick et al., 1957) before the ‘true’ genetic
code was identified. All together, 916 names marked by the system fully or
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partially matched the 1162 names marked by the evalua- of alignments to show. In rare cases, some names may
nevertheless be missed.tors. This results in a recall of 78.8%. The system marked

916 out of 1278 names correctly, and precision is there-
fore 71.7%. Results were dependent on the parameters 5.1.2. Names not represented in the database
used. Table 3 compares two parameter-settings (default Conventional dictionary-based matching methods do
and optimized). not fully match names that are not represented in their

databases. In this study, 4.4% of names not included in
the database were fully matched by our system. Table 4

5. Discussion lists some examples of fully matched words that were
not represented in the database.

5.1. Fully matched names These matches show the benefit of using a sequence
alignment tool for matching names in journal articles.

5.1.1. Names represented in the database Substitutions of letters or punctuation marks do not
Where names are represented in the database, BLAST lead to failed word recognition, but rather to a match

fully matches 94.6% of names. This number is somewhat with a somewhat lower alignment score. This score can
low, considering that a brute force exact string matching be considered as a confidence measure showing the
technique should recognize close to 100% of these names ‘distance’ between the original term and the matched
(Gusfield, 1997). The missing 5.4% of names are either term. As the goal of our system is the identification of
only partially matched or missed. Looking at some the matched name, this distance can be used to put the
partially mapped names, we see that the program failed match in the right hierarchical position in the knowledge
to recognize the full name of gene notch1 but rather model. Similar to the case of evolutionary distance (Nei,
matched to a shorter database entry notch. The reason 1987) needed to group genes according to phylogenic
therefore is that the five databases used in this program properties, such a ‘textual distance’ can be used to assign
each represent names of different length. It turns out a matched term to a parent term in the knowledge
that notch1 is represented in the database containing model. For example, while interleukin-3 closely matches
names with six to 10 letters, while notch is represented interleukin-2, it would not be correct to say that these
in the database with four to five letters. Notch1 must terms are the same entity. Rather, all that can be said
‘compete’ with longer sequences (up to 10 letters long) is that interleukin-2 most probably belongs to the same
for statistical significance, with the result being that only class of concepts as interleukin-3. It is therefore possible
the shorter database entry, notch, is listed in the BLAST to assign interleukin-3 to the class of interleukins, the
output file. Normally, this situation is easily resolved by parent concept of interleukin-3.
adjusting the parameters for E-value and for the number

5.2. Partially matched names
Table 4
Examples of fully matched names not listed in the database This system partially recognizes names that are not

in the database. The partial matches are grouped intoDatabase entry Name in text (fully matched)
three different types (Table 5) depending on the com-

v-ErbB v-ErbA pleteness of the match. Often, partial matches match a
Cyclin E Cyclin D meaningful part of a name, as is the case with Cbl for
Mek-2 Mek-1

v-Cbl. Other types of match are harder to decipher. For

Table 5
Types of partial match

Types of Examplesa
partial match

Marked by evaluators Marked by BLAST

1 Name is single term, v-Cbl� v-Cbl�
BLAST matches part of term v-Mpl� v-Mpl�

2 Name is a compound term, PDGFR PTK� gene PDGFR� PTK� gene
BLAST matches all compounds

3 Name is compound term, promyelocytic leukemia Promyelocytic leukemia
BLAST matches some compounds Kruppel-like zinc finger� protein Kruppel�-like zinc finger protein

Abl nonreceptor PTK� Abl� nonreceptor PTK�

a Marked names are between tags  �.
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example, Abl and PTK are matches for Abl nonrecep- in 13.7%, and did not agree in 17.1% of names involved.
These findings are consistent with previous studiestor PTK.

Partial matches were counted as true positive matches involving experts determining gold standards. One large-
scale study of natural language systems, the Fifthbecause concatenation of terms as described in the

PROPER system (Fukuda et al., 1998) would likely be Message Understanding Conference ( Will, 1994), found
that experts differed in their previous interpretation ofsufficient to determine the full and correct range of the

match. Although it is not straightforward to give a documents about 15% of the time, and also showed that
experts differed from other experts about 30% of thedatabase reference for partially matched names, simple

heuristic methods for type 1 partial matches could time. Other studies have also shown that the judgments
of experts differ a significant portion of the time (i.e.construct a semantic relationship between the full name

and its matched substring. For type 2 and 3 partial approximately 20 and 30%, respectively) (Yerushalmy,
1969; Hripcsak et al., 1995). Interestingly, the studymatches, the only solution to identify and reference

names may be to include the names in the database. discussed in Yerushalmy (1969) analyzed the variability
in observer perception and description of chest X-ray
films rather than interpretation of the X-ray reports. It5.3. BLAST parameters
was shown that intra-individual disagreement was 22%
and inter-individual disagreement was 30%.The changing of parameter settings can influence

recall and precision of the matching process. Using
BLAST with optimized parameter settings, recall was 5.6. Future directions
78.8% and precision was 71.7%. Using BLAST’s default
parameters, recall was 52.9% and precision was 74.2%. Our system is able to fully match some names in

journal texts that are not listed in the system database.Different levels of alignments that show up in the
BLAST output file make up most of the differences Further research is needed to optimize this capability,

for example by studying parameter settings for gappedobserved. Interestingly, the default settings consumed
much more CPU time, although recall was considerably alignment. Gapped alignment can also be used to detect

patterns in the text. For example, a generic databaselower. By default, BLAST uses a word size of 11 letters
(i.e. BLAST plants many small ‘seeds’), which triggers entry like X protein could potentially retrieve all Xs

(protein names) that match the pattern. Some research-many costly extensions in database sequences.
ers have reported on improved sensitivities of BLAST
DNA searches when alternative scoring systems are used5.4. Recall and precision
(States et al., 1991). Unfortunately, this cannot be
achieved without some changes to the BLAST sourceThe level of recall is dependent on the domain
code. Expanding BLAST’s amino acid alphabet tocoverage of the database of gene and protein names.
include more letters would be helpful for our system.For this project we used a static list of gene and protein
Special adapted scoring matrices could then be used,names, but an automated update of the database with
where substitution scores would reflect common lexicalnew gene and protein names should help yield better
changes of gene and protein names.coverage.

We are also considering combining the strength ofBoth recall and precision are influenced by ambiguous
rule-based systems and dictionary-based systems. Fordatabase entries, where the entry may be both a common
example, our system may profit from the incorporationEnglish word and a gene or protein name. For example,
of rules to disambiguate between English words andin this study we excluded the word bad from the system
gene or protein names. For example, a capital B in Baddatabase. Some instances of the protein name Bad were
in the middle of a sentence is a strong indicator that atherefore missed in the review article, which slightly
word is a protein name, rather than an English word.lowered the system recall. On the other hand, precision
Once a word has been marked, the BLAST system couldwas positively influenced by not accidentally marking
then be used to find the most closely related name inthe English word bad as protein name.
the database and give a reference to an outside data
source, like GenBank.

5.5. Evaluation process

The evaluation of the program revealed an important
problem in identifying gene and protein names in journal Acknowledgements
articles: what exactly does represent a gene or protein
name? An analysis of the inter-individual difference This study was partially supported by grants from

the Center for Advanced Technology, New York State,between the two evaluators involved in this study
showed that they fully agreed in 69.2%, partially agreed and from Hitachi Software Engineering Co., Ltd.
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